Maribor, June 2018

LIFE IN STUDENT DORMITORIES, rights and duties
the abstract from the Dormitory Rules

Rules, rights and duties are the same for all students (native and foreign):



















Bed linen can be changed free of charge every second Tuesday (Gosposvetska, Tyrševa) and every
second Thursday (Quadro); Information about the dates of bed-line changing you can find on the
website: www.studentskidomovi.um.si, under Pomembne povezave (important links), menjava
posteljnine (bedline changing).
The keys open the front apartment block door and the room; be careful not to loose them, otherwise you
must pay for a new lock, keys and expenses of changing the lock;
Rooms, kitchens, bathrooms, toilets and other common places are cleaned by the students.
Before your departure from the dormitory; you have to clean the room thoroughly, including the
wardrobe, desk, drawers, floor…;
The tenants need to be very careful about the inventory and they have to take care of regular
cleaning.
Owning to hygiene and sanitary regulations the students must keep the room, kitchen, bathroom,
toilet and the common places clean. Everyone using the kitchen is responsible for washing the
dishes and putting them back in cupboards. If we find unwashed dishes in the kitchen we are
obliged to remove them.
Students are materially responsible for the damage and eventual loss of dormitories’ property (bed linen,
room key…) if the person who caused damage cannot be found, the costs of damage are shared among
students.
Students should not misbehave or disturb their roommates;
Smoking in rooms and joint spaces, serving or consuming alcohol is strictly forbidden.
If the visitor, who is not living in the dormitories, stays there after 10 p.m., the students have to register
the visitor at the reception and pay the fee of a night's lodging according to the valid tariffs (5,00€
+1,27€ for a tourist tax);
Students in dormitories and their surroundings are oblige to respect the public order after 10
p.m. Residents must behave in a way that does not violate the personal freedom and the rights of
others; residents are not allowed to disturb others who are studying or resting.
Causing disturbances or producing noise after 10 p.m. on all premises of the Gosposvetska,
Tyrševa, Lent, Smetanova and Gorkega campus and thus annoying other residents of the
dormitory or the nearby neighbourhood is serious offence
Removing and changing the position of the inventory in rooms and on common premises is serious
offence
Every dorm has a washing machine and a dryer so that the students can wash their clothes. The
washing room is being opened by the receptionist (for washing and drying the laundry students have to
pay – 1,50 € for individual washing and 1,50 € for individual drying ;
The list of received post is on the page of Student Dormitories: www.studentskidomovi.um.si (pošta –
post);
Students must show their student card to receptionists or security people for identification
The employees of Student Dormitory can check rooms and other common places at any time and
they have the right to do the morning patrols.

Please read the rules carefully, because all violations of these rules will be punished with the eviction
from the dormitory!
Foreign students can receive additional information from the employees at the dormitory Student Affairs Office.
We wish you a pleasant stay!
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